WE PUT THE WORLD ON TRACK

Rails, turnouts, signaling solutions and Services from the world market leader

www.voestalpine.com/railway-systems
One Step Ahead

We deliver measurable success
Outstanding track solutions from the world market leader

voestalpine rails and turnouts combine advanced high technology with decades of experience. From the metro systems of Delhi and Riyadh to the mixed-traffic tracks of the Alps and high-speed rail networks of Asia, through to the heavy-haul tracks of Australia and America – voestalpine is right at home around the globe, setting new benchmarks for the future of mobility with every new project.

Equipped with exceptional experience and pre-eminent expertise, our experts offer rails, turnouts, signaling technologies and services from a single source. As a result, voestalpine can assure you highest track availability and lowest life-cycle costs. We are the only supplier on the global market to make this promise, and we are the only one that can keep it!
EXPERTS

NUMBER ONE WORLDWIDE
Competent

We unite product excellence with system competence
Premium rails and turnouts

With our know-how and keen sense for future developments, voestalpine’s outstanding track solutions are a guarantee for highest availability and lowest life-cycle costs. And with our global experts, we not only offer optimized product packages but also a comprehensive range of services across the entire product life-cycle (surveying, transport, installation support, inspection, maintenance, recycling), in the process setting new benchmarks for the quality and longevity of our rails, turnouts and signaling technologies.
Leading

We keep moving forward
Rails and turnouts from the technology leader

On the track and in business alike, one must look ahead to stay successful. With our innovative rails and turnouts, voestalpine has been shaping the future of railway technology for over 100 years – from the revolutionary LD process to ultra-long heat treated rails and through to turnout systems with integrated intelligent monitoring. With thousands of patents, and just as many experts, voestalpine will continue to develop advanced steel, rail, turnout and signaling technologies that meet our customers’ specific wishes as well as tomorrow’s requirements.
Efficient

We take on any challenge
Rails and turnouts for mixed traffic

In an ever faster moving world, railway operators must meet increasingly stringent demands. With freights getting heavier and passengers more demanding, there is simply no room for delays or failures. Not only does voestalpine develop rails and turnouts from a single source, but also to meet the highest imaginable standards. The result: double the durability at half the life-cycle costs, with worldwide availability and just-in-time delivery for good measure.

High-Performing

We keep our promises
Rails and turnouts for the heavy-haul sector

We know that you can’t afford anything less than highest availability. With our one-of-a-kind, high-strength materials and optimized geometries, voestalpine delivers exactly what you need: high-durability rails and turnouts developed especially for the heavy-haul sector. Axle loads of up to 40 tons and annual track loads of more than 350 million tons will turn your track into a business lifeline that meets or exceeds even the highest durability and performance requirements.
Innovative

We accelerate the future
Rails and turnouts for highest speeds

At speeds far above 300 km/h nothing can be left to chance. As the industry trendsetter in the high-speed sector, voestalpine supplies rails and turnouts that meet the highest demands down to the smallest detail – from high-tech steel through to intelligent signaling technology, all developed, manufactured and delivered worldwide from a single source. And, with the demands of rail passengers and operators increasing by the day, we are already working at high speed to develop the solutions of tomorrow.
Foresighted

We make mobility possible
Rails and turnouts for urban transport

High-tech that fits into the smallest space possible, paired with highest availability - that's how we see the future of mobility. Turnouts, signaling technologies and rails from voestalpine continue to set new benchmarks in quality, while serving as innovative, low-maintenance solutions in the tramway and metro systems of numerous cities around the globe. voestalpine – the innovation leader and only worldwide one-stop supplier of rails, turnouts and signaling technologies.
Successful

We create customer value
Rails and turnouts from voestalpine

The success of our customers is as important to us as our own, if not more so. For this reason, all of our product development efforts and business activities have only one aim – to increase track availability for our customers and thereby help them be even more efficient and successful as a business. We stand behind this commitment with our innovative rails, turnouts, signaling technologies and services, which continue to exceed expectations around the world.